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Dear customer, Slastik 
has changed. We have 
a new way of seeing the 
world and we want to share 
it with you since you are 
an essential part of this 
change.

We would like to introduce our new collection, our 

new brand positioning and relevant details that will be 

of great help.

We want you to be our voice. Therefore, on the 

pages of this catalogue you will find messages and 

arguments that will help you communicate with 

your customers. These range from the technical 

characteristics of the product to the advantages for 

people using it on a daily basis. 

This will provide you with a useful tool allowing you to 

be an ambassador for this change.

Welcome to the new Slastik era.
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Slastik® was created in Barcelona at 
the beginning of 2014 under the name 
Eyewear from Barcelona®.  

Following our “No limits” philosophy, and with constant 

product research and improvement, we design and 

manufacture unique and perfect glasses. We pay the utmost 

attention to detail and are constantly evolving. 

 

The only magnetic front connection glasses in the 

world with a flexible and elastometric Head Band, 

ensuring maximum comfort.

 

With four product lines: Optical, Sun, Sport Optical and Kids, 

Slastik is positioned at the forefront of technology applied to 

glasses. All our products are sold in more than 3,000 points 

of sale in the Spanish market and distributed to more than 45 

countries around the world.

 

We are committed to high quality, innovative products that 

help our customers in their daily lives, whether they are 

reading enthusiasts, athletes or children wanting to take on 

the world as soon as they wake up.
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It is not just a pair of glasses. It is the first 

step towards a more comfortable life. We are the 

glasses that provide a hack for your daily life, so 

that you can be more productive. Designed so 

that nothing bothers you and you can focus your 

effort on what is important. The only glasses that 

completely fit your head and all your needs. So 

that you can forget you are wearing them and 

start to focus on what is important.

SLASTIK
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Double-injection flexible 

elastomeric Head Band

They come with a two-material band, unique on 

the market. It means that the glasses fit your head 

perfectly, making them more comfortable and 

allowing them to be completely folded.

*Patented system (PCT/ES2014/000029)

Front magnet connection

Neodymium magnets with 4,800 GAUSS of 

power and an antioxidant, anti-sweat and

 anti-salt water coating. 

Telescopic temple regulation 

system

Telescopic regulation of the temples. This avoids the 

friction of the “stoper” in the walls of the adjustment 

cavities. These do not wear out with use while 

maintaining perfect precision permanently.

*Patented system (PCT/ES2014/000074)

Pictograms

We have created some drawings 

to improve understanding 

of the technical elements.

Boxing

Lens 

Interpupillary distance

Metal temple

Materials

- Soft injected material: PEBAX (Arkema). It provides 

the best compromise of characteristics: most versatile 

processability, lightest weight, widest range of flexibility and 

exceptional physical properties and chemical resistance.

- Rigid injected material: PC.

- Power lenses: acrylic.
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Display I four glasses

Display I Combi-seventeen glassesDisplay I seven glasses
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The only glasses on the market with a flexible headband, 

providing a perfect fit to your head. Forget that you are 

wearing them and focus on what is important.
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Barat I 001

Barat I 004

Barat I 002

Barat I 005

Barat I 003

PACKAGING 
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Nashi I 001

Nashi I 004

Nashi I 002

Nashi I 005

Nashi I 003

PACKAGING 
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62 mm48 mm 41 mm
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Taku I 001

Taku I 004

Taku I 002

Taku I 005

Taku I 003

PACKAGING 




